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QUESTION: 86
 
Which three [3] are attributes of FSPF?
 

A. Uses hop-by-hop routing 
B. Is enabled by default on all Fibre Channel Switches 
C. Allows for traffic isolation 
D. Computes routes by domain_ID assignment 
E. Creates access control lists 

Answer: A,B,D 

QUESTION: 87 
Company A has acquired Company B. The two companies are located two miles apart 
and already share a WAN connection. The WAN connection can be used to support any 
type of traffic between the two sites. Both environments currently have a SAN and want 
to connect via the WAN connection. The requirements for the connection are (1) take 
advantage of routing and IP benefits, (2) allow for two separate fabrics as desired, and (3) 
allow for point to multi-point connections in the future. Which protocol do you 
recommend? 

A. FC-EXT 
B. FCIP 
C. iFCP 
D. FC-SW 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 88 
Your customer is asking you if fabric latency reduces the throughput of application data 
significantly when using three hops in a B-series fabric. How do you answer? 

A. Every hop in the B-series SAN fabric adds approximately two milliseconds of latency 
B. Every hop in the B-series SAN fabric adds approximately two microseconds of latency 
C. Three hops in the B-series SAN fabric adds approximately 60 microseconds of latency 
D. More then 12 hops in the B-series SAN fabric is not allowed because of latency 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 89
 
What protocol is used to implement in-band MDS-series switch management?
 

A. OSPF 
B. TCP/IP 
C. IPFC 
D. FCIP 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 90 
A customer has standalone Connectrix M-series switches with interop mode turned off. 
The customer wants you to design an interoperable core-edge fabric by adding some new 
Connectrix MDS-series equipment. The MDS- series switches will be the edge, and the 
M-series switches will be the core. Which interop mode settings are required? 

A. Leave M-series interop mode turned off, and enable standard interop mode for the 
MDS-series 
B. Enable M-series interoperability mode, and leave the MDS-series standard interop 
turned off 
C. Leave M-series interop mode turned off, and enable legacy interop mode two for the 
MDS-series 
D. Enable M-series interoperability mode, and enable standard interop mode for the 
MDS-series 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 91 
A company is having performance problems on some of their servers in their SAN 
environment. Switch 1 (domain 1) and switch 3 (domain 3) have 25 host connections 
each. Switch 5 (domain 5) has 5 Symmetrix units attached with approximately 144 TB of 
total storage. The exhibit shows a portion of the information pulled from one M-series 
director. How would you increase performance in this environment? 
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A. Add ISLs between switch 3 and switch 1, remove ISL between switch 5 and switch 1 
B. Remove ISLs between switch 1 and switch 3 and trunk remaining ISLs 
C. Add ISLs between switch 5 and switch 1 and between switch 5 and switch 3 
D. Remove ISLs between switch 5 and switch 1 and trunk remaining ISLs 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 92 
A customer's SAN consists of 10 switches in a mesh topology. The SAN is not meeting 
service levels required by the customer. What change would you recommend to increase 
the availability of the SAN environment? 

A. Convert the mesh topology to redundant core-edge 
B. Increase the number of ISLs between switches 
C. Upgrade switch firmware to the latest available version 
D. Replace 62.5 micron fiber cables with 50 micron fiber cables 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 93
 
A customer assigns VSANs based on business areas. The financial department uses
 
VSAN 100, and engineering uses VSAN 200. On a Monday afternoon, the financial
 
department has an emergency need for 1TB. It is essential to minimize business impact.
 
The SAN group intends to "borrow" 1TB from the engineering department using IVR.
 
Which condition would prevent them from doing this?
 

A. The same domain ID exists in VSAN 100 and VSAN 200 
B. The same zoneset name exists in VSAN 100 and VSAN 200 
C. IVR licenses are not installed on VSAN 100 and VSAN 200 
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D. IVR is not enabled on VSAN 100 and VSAN 200 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 94
 
Why are MDS-series port channels not compatible with B-series switches?
 

A. B-series FSPF settings are incompatible with MDS-series 
B. B-series will reject MDS-series Virtual Channel flow control and negotiate a standards 
based buffer-to-buffer flow control 
C. Persistent FCIDs cannot be translated across the Port Channel 
D. MDS-series will reject B-series Virtual Channel flow control and negotiate a standards 
based buffer-to-buffer flow control 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 95 
An additional ISL is needed for connecting an MDS 9120 to the 32 port module of an 
MDS 9509. Ports 1-3 and 6-7 are already occupied on both sides. Which port-pair can be 
used for the new ISL? 

A. Port 4 to Port 4 
B. Port 8 to Port 8 
C. Port 5 to Port 5 
D. Port 9 to Port 9 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 95 
In the event log of the M-series switches in the diagram you see the following messages: 
Unrelieved Fibre Channel traffic congestion on an ISL, no reroute done. End of 
Unrelieved Fibre Channel traffic congestion on an ISL. Unrelieved Fibre Channel traffic 
congestion on an ISL, no reroute done. End of Unrelieved Fibre Channel traffic 
congestion on an ISL. What is the reason for this? 
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A. Trunking is enabled 
B. Trunking is not enabled 
C. There is no performance issue 
D. There are not enough ISL connections 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 97 
You are setting up multiple ISLs between two MDS-series switches. How do you make 
sure that FSPF does not recalculate if one of the ISLs goes down? 

A. Put all the ISLs into a port channel 
B. Setup all the ISL ports to allow trunking 
C. Add all the VSANs into the VSAN allow list and turn trunking on for all the ports 
D. Add all the associated VSANs into the VSAN allow list 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 98 
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switches you should recommend for the core? 

A. 6 
B. 8 
C. 2 
D. 4 

Answer: D 

A company has asked you to design a Connectrix M-series SAN for a small data center. 
They would like a 3-tier (edge-core-edge) single fabric design that provides GigE 
connectivity in the core for iSCSI and iFCP. Four DS-32M2 switches are required for 
each edge to meet forecasted host and storage requirements. Each DS-32M2 switch will 
require 4 ISL connections to the core. What is the minimum number of MP-2640M 
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